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Abstract. The article presents and generalizes the results on some
performance indicators of genetic algorithm developed by authors and
applied to effective search queries and selection of relevant results after
document subject search. It is shown that the developed technology
expands opportunities of semantic search and increases the number of
the found relevant results. In particular, we made an effort to show the
ability of the developed algorithm to achieve the neighborhood of the
fitness function in a finite number of steps, to provide higher precision of
search in comparison with the well-known search engines of the Internet
as well as to provide the acceptable semantic relevance of the found
documents.

1. Introduction
The subject search in document storages [1], [2], [3] is a well-established
procedure. Experience has shown, however, that its efficiency continues
to be a challenge which is not simple as it may seem.
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The subject document search is aimed at selecting documents with
coordinated information (interrelated facts, their retrospection and perspective) in a subject segment or of a specified object. The search brings
a great number of documents being maximally relevant to the subject
area on the whole and not just information about single events, objects
or phenomena. The subject search areas are as follows: search for innovation solutions, development of new business opportunities, clients
information collection, competitive analysis and intelligence, scientific
and technical information reviews, project examinations, patent research,
teaching material selection. Efficient search algorithms play a key role
in subject search since the users inevitably face the following objective
problems:
• the difficulty of selecting coordinated key notions for wording the
query;
• the query composition, structure, and complexity limitations of the
retrieval system;
• the fragmentation and heterogeneity of target information, availability of alternatives with compatible relevance;
• the absence of effective search result clustering/classification systems.
Solving the stated problems one should properly interpret search results. This means the simultaneous relevance estimation of documents
found with different queries, retrieval system ranking perfectness, availability of all relevant results for estimation, availability of effective solutions in other areas for successful use in this area.
One of the main difficulties here is a semantically correct statement of
search queries to provide acceptable measures of search efficiency. The
article presents and generalizes the study performance results of the genetic algorithm used for generating efficient search queries and selecting
relevant search results.
The research has become the extension of the works performed by
authors before, and included:
• assessment of the worked out genetic algorithm convergence. We
made an effort to show the ability of the developed algorithm to achieve
the neighborhood of the fitness function optimum (i.e. to reveal and
select the most relevant documents) in a finite number of steps;
• assessment of the search results relevance. We showed the ability of
the developed genetic algorithm to provide higher precision of search (i.e.
share of relevant documents in the search results) in comparison with the
well-known search engines of the Internet.
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Here, take into account the fact that high precision of search of the
worked out algorithm provides the acceptable semantic relevance (pertinence) of the found documents. Note that the detailed description of
calculation method of the objective function of genetic algorithm presented in the article will help you to understand our approach to the
assessment of document relevance. We would like to emphasize that
all simulation experiments were carried out by means of the developed
algorithm program implementation.

2. Related Works
This is not to say that we were the first to use genetic algorithms to
generate search queries. In general, evolutionary algorithms are quite
intensively used in solving the information retrieval problems including
search and analysis of data in the Web (see, e.g. reviews [4] and [5]). It is
notable that there are at least two trends in the development of models
based on genetic algorithms. The first of them interpret the populations
of different generations as sets of individuals, i.e. web-pages found by
search engine. The result of this evolutionary process is a ranked list of
web-pages which is more relevant than suggested by the search engine.
For instance, [6] develops the page clipping synthesis (PCS) search
method to extract relevant paragraphs from other web search results.
The PCS search method applies a dynamically terminated genetic algorithm to generate a set of best-of-run page clippings in a controlled period
of time. Effectiveness measure confirmed that PCS performs better than
standard search engines.
[7] suggests using the evolutionary techniques to derive good evidence
combination functions by using three different sources of relevance evidence: the textual content of documents, the reputation of documents extracted from the connectivity information available in the processed collection and the anchor text concatenation. The experiments performed
indicate that this proposal is an effective and practical alternative for
combining sources of evidence into a single ranking.
The paper [8] proposes an approach for web content mining using genetic algorithm. The proposed approach considers several parameters like
time website existed, backward and forward links. It has been shown experimentally that this approach is able to select good quality web pages
as compared to the other existing algorithms.
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The authors of [9] propose a genetic search for search engines. They
show that there is an important relation between web statistical studies and search engines standard techniques in optimization. They put
forward a fitness function to assess the quality of the executed crossings
and mutation. The paper presents the results of experimental studies
by which the quality of final pages is significantly better than that of
standard search engines.
The second trend is related to the optimization of queries used by a
search engine to obtain the relevant list of required documents. Here
populations are sets of individuals, i.e. context-sensitive search queries
generated from a given set of key words and concepts. In this case, fitness
function evaluates the quality of results of each query individually and
the population of queries taken as a whole.
For example, [10] gives a genetic approach that combines the results of
multiple query evaluations. The genetic algorithm aims at optimization
of the overall relevance estimate by exploring different directions of the
document space.
[11] and [12] discuss optimization techniques based on genetic algorithms to evolve good query terms in the context of a given field. The
proposed technique place emphasis on searching for novel material that is
related to the search context. The authors suggest applying a mutation
pool to allow the generation of queries with new terms, prove the effectiveness of different mutation rates on the exploration of query-space.
The developed fitness function, which favors the construction of queries
containing novel but related terms, is also of our interest.
[13] offers a technique that gives a keyword query, generates new pages
called composed pages containing all query keywords. The composed
pages are generated by extracting and stitching together the relevant
pieces from hyperlinked Web pages. Furthermore, authors present and
experimentally evaluate heuristic algorithms to generate the top composed pages.
It is necessary to note [14] which proposes an effective genetic algorithm
that monitors the success of internet database management system by
combining functionality, quality, and complexity of a query optimizer for
finding good solutions to the problem.
Our research and development are in line with the second trend. Despite the similarity of the question area in the above mentioned studies,
our approach to the analysis of the genetic algorithm behavior is different
in some features. In particular, we use:
• proprietary specific-reasoned definition of fitness function;
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• proprietary interpretation of genetic crossing and mutation operations;
• methods of processing the expert assessments of target parameters
of algorithm efficiency (such as DCG).
It is also worth noting that there is a similarity of approaches which
consists in encoding of chromosomes as sets of key words and concepts
with parameters of their contextual relevance.
3. Genetic Algorithm for Generating Search Queries and
Ranking Search Results
3.1. General Concepts. The project Distributed Intelligent System for
Information Support of Innovation in Science and Education [15], [16],
[17] proposes the technology of generating search queries, filtering and
ranking search results. The main idea is to organize with a special genetic algorithm an evolutionary process generating a stable and effective
system query population for getting highly relevant results. In the course
of the process coded queries are sequentially exposed to genetic changes
and made in a retrieval system. Then the semantic relevance of intermediate search results is evaluated, target function values are computed,
and the most appropriate queries are selected.
The search pattern of document K is a set of key words from text
documents being reference ones for the subject search area.
Each search query is coded with vector q = (c1 , c2 , ..., cn , ..., cm ), where
cn = {kn , wn , Sn }, kn ∈ K is a term, wn is a term weight, Sn is a set of
synonyms for term kn . The result of a search query is a set of documents
R, |R| = D. The set R is grouped after performing q in a search engine
(Bing, Google, SQL database, XML-data, etc.).
The initial population from N search queries is presented as a set of
Q0 , where |Q0 | = N , N < |K|/2, q ∈ Q0 . The crossover(one-point or
two-point) is carried out by exchanging the terms between components of
vectors q, genotype outbreeding being used for query reproduction. The
most adequate mutation operationis the probabilistic change of query
term kn chosen randomly by synonym kn0 ∈ Sn . To generate a new
query population an elite selection is used. Generally, the condition of
terminating the algorithm is considered to be population stability.
Table 1 shows the correspondence of some basic concepts of information retrieval and genetic algorithms.
3.2. Fitness Function. Value of fitness function or applicability function W determines the quality of queries (applicability of population
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Table 1. Basic concepts of information retrieval and genetic algorithms

Symbol

Information Retrieval Term

q
kn ∈ K
K
Q
ri ∈ R
R

Query
Query term
Document search pattern
Set of queries
Search query result
All query results
Exchange of terms in queries
Replacing a term by a synonym

Genetic Algorithm
Term
Chromosome
Gene
Gene pool
Genotype
Phene
Phenotype
Crossover
Mutation

individuals); genetic algorithm searches for maximum W :
(1)

N
1 X
W =
wj → max
N j=1

where
W – fitness function of the population;
N - number of queries in population;
wj - fitness function of the j-th population query:
R

(2)

1X
wj =
wi (g, p, s)
R i=1

where
R – number of search results under review in every query;
wi -fitness function for the i-th result of the j-th query (result ri ):
(3)

wi = wg ∗ g + wp ∗ p + ws ∗ s

Value g takes account of rank for ri set by a search system. It is
determined from the following:
(4)

(5)

g =1−

g(ri , R) − gmin
gmax − gmin

g(ri , R) =

N
X
i=1

where

pos(ri )R
j
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pos(ri )R
j – position number ri in a ranked list of results of the j-th
population query;
gmax , gmin – maximum and minimum values g(ri , R) of the all population query results.
Value p takes account of genericity ri that is frequency of occurrence ri
in the list of results of other queries. It is determined from the following:
(6)

(7)

p=

p(ri , R) − pmin
pmax − pmin

p(ri , R) =

N
X

count(ri )R
j

i=1

where
count(ri )R
j = 1, if ri is in the list of results of the j-th query, otherwise
R
count(ri )j = 0;
pmax , pmin – maximum and minimum values p(ri , R) of all the population query results.
Value s determines semantic similarity ri and search pattern K. We
use a cosine semantic similarity measure of document vectors as it is
common in a vector space model [18]. Then:
(8)

s(ri , K) =

v(ri )v(K)
k v(ri ) k · k v(K) k

where
r
v(ri ) = v(w1r , w2r , ..., wnr , w|T
| , ) – vector of the i-th query result, |T | number of terms in a query result text after morphological analysis (only
nouns and adjectives were used) and lemmatization. Document title and
its summary (snippet) are used as a result text;
wnr = tfnr ∗ idfnr – weight of the n-th term from the text of query result;
tfnr – freq of term use in a text;
idfnr = log R+1
;
Rn
n
R – total number of results where texts contain the n-th term of the
i-th result;
K
K
v(K) = v(w1K , w2K , ..., wm
, w|K|
, ) – vector of the search document pattern K, |K| – number of terms in K;
1
K
K
wm
∗ idfm
= |K|
– weight of the m-th term of the search document
pattern K;
K
idfm
= log R+1
;
Rm
m
R – total number of results where texts contain the m-th term of K;
wg , wp and ws – weighting factors for g, p and s correspondingly.
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3.3. Implementation of Genetic Algorithm. [19] proposes a prototype of a program implementation of the genetic algorithm described. In
particular, main algorithm steps and parameters, software components,
and the preliminary results of the algorithm study are determined. The
prototype is implemented as Genetic Algorithm Framework (GAF).
The experimentation described in the article used GAF consisting of
main library, the module of morphological analysis and lemmatization,
the module of texts similarity semantic analysis, a search module, a database management module, a metadata management module, a user interface (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Components of GAF

4. Assessment of Algorithm Convergence
Convergence is the ability of an iterative algorithm to achieve the optimum of goal function or to approach close to it in a finite number of
steps. One of the main problems of genetic algorithms intended to solve
optimization problems with a large number of local optima is premature
convergence. In some cases the problem of premature convergence of algorithms can be solved by the change of parental chromosomes selection
strategy in crossing-over; tracking the occurrence of groups of identical
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chromosomes and their disposal; higher probability of mutation. It is significant that the mathematical justification of why a genetic algorithm
finds the optimal solution is not available. In case of simple algorithms,
convergence can be proved by the Hollands schema theorem [20].
The results of experiments with the algorithm developed, provided
hereinafter, show its behavior with sufficiently high number of iterations.
The experimental data allow performing a preliminary assessment of convergence rate under different parameters of fitness function. The following initial set of values of base parameters and a search engine Bing have
been used:
• The number of queries in the generated populations N = 8.
• The number of keywords in each generated query M = 6.
• The number of search results returned by either the query Rq = 20,
or the query population RQ = 20 or all the populations cumulatively
R = 20.
• The factor of document arrangement on one server s1 = 0.75.
• Weight factors for arguments g, p and s respectively in ranking a
search result wg = 0.33, wp = 0.33, ws = 0.34. The environmental factor
a was not taken into account in the experiments.
• The probability of query mutation pm = 0.1.
• The number of the algorithm iteration (or the number of populations
generated) NQ = 20.
The initial set K is generated by terms of subject domain related
to the control over the technological processes evolution at industrial
enterprises; |K| = 50.
Fig. 2 shows plots of fitness function value W versus a population number with different values of weights wg , wp and ws used in the calculation
of W . In the first case (ws = 0.8) there appears the starting point of algorithm relative stabilization and the achievement of (population 6). In the
second case (ws = 1.0) stabilization of results and max W are observed
later (population 12). In the third case (ws = 0.34) two local maxima
W (populations 20 and 8) can be seen, however, it is to early to speak
about global maxima W . Stabilization and max W can be achieved provided the number of algorithm passes increases up to NQ = 100 (Fig. 3).
Such dissimilarity from the first two cases can be explained by stronger
influence of arguments g and p, with their values being subject to specific
algorithms of search engine ranking.
It is notable that there is an almost constant value of the standard
deviation values of fitness function in population queries V ar(w) (Fig. 4).
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Figure 2. Fitness function value W versus a population number

Figure 3. Fitness function value W versus a population number
This indicates a low probability of significant errors in determining the
relevance of documents when using the algorithm.
In general, these experiments clearly demonstrate the convergence of
the developed algorithm under different values of its parameters. Though
statistical significance of results can be a little bit questionable, we consider it sufficient for positive conclusions.
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Figure 4. Standard deviation values of fitness function
in population queries V ar(w) versus a population number
5. Analysis of Search Results Relevance
The goal of our research is to demonstrate the ability of the developed
genetic algorithm to provide the high precision of search. Hereinafter we
outline the main point of experiments and their results, refine a concept
and integrate the data on final statement and conclusion. The detailed
picture of experiments and some preliminary results are given in [21].
5.1. Brief Description of Experiments. Twelve expert researches of
different intellectual fields were invited to take part in the study. Each
expert provided a text material (the authors abstract of thesis, a monograph, one or several papers) adequately corresponding to the experts
field of knowledge (Table 2).
Besides, all the queries were developed in two ways: with fixed terms
and with term lemmas suitable for word forms. In the first case the result
identifiers have prefix Q, for example, Bing.Q.
The results of all queries on every subject, both in GAF/Bing and
Bing, were transferred to experts in order to estimate their relevance.
It is significant that lists of document addresses in the Internet were
arranged by the algorithm unknown to experts in order to eliminate
influence of searching techniques on the relevance assessment.
Relevance is proposed to be understood as ratio of the information
volume useful for subject development to the total amount of information
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Table 2. Query types

Query Query Query
Type ID Type Description
Bing
1
A
set
of
key
words
from title of
the experts
material
GAF/
2
A
set
of
Bing
key
words
from text of
the experts
material;
|K| = 50

Parameters of
Search
Executing Queries Engine
M = 5...11; R = 20 Bing

N = 6; M = 8;
Rq = RQ = R =
20; s1 = 0.75; wg =
0.33; wp = 0.33;
ws = 0.34; pm = 0.1;
NQ = 10

GAF
environment
with
the
Bing search
module
(further
GAF/Bing
environment)

in the material. To assess the document relevance it was proposed to
use the following scale: ”totally relevant”, ”partial relevant”, ”lack of
relevance”, ”not relevant”. Moreover relevance was assessed from the
viewpoints of highly skilled specialists (experts) and entrants.
5.2. Discussion. [16] and [21] make a preliminary conclusion that GAF/Bing
search precision is higher than Bing precision and the average precision
of the documents retrieved is practically the same. Besides, the search
hit ratio of the retrieved document addresses is 2% which means that
GAF/Bing method makes it possible to find new original documents.
The following presents new advanced experimental data on the comparative evaluation of the retrieved document relevance.
Consider the average relevance of the documents retrieved in the following fields: agricultural technologies, astrophysics, construction materials, databases, e-learning, friction and wear, materials engineering.
Fig. 5 shows the total average relevance, Fig. 6 shows it in areas. We
can see (Fig. 6) that the number of relevant documents retrieved with
different methods for each application area is quite remarkably different.
For example, the astrophysics area results showed the best ones with
GAF/Bing for searching with fixed terms and the worst ones with the
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Figure 5. Average relevance of search results as a whole
in all areas

Figure 6. Average relevance of search results in areas
same GAF/Bing but with lemmatized terms. The construction materials
area, on the contrary, showed the best results with GAF/Bing lemmatized query terms and the worst ones with GAF/Bing fixed query terms.
As for the e-learning area the results of all search methods were virtually
the same.
Nevertheless, the average values of total search result relevance for all
areas are higher with GAF/Bing (approximately 10%).
We interpret these experimental data as follows. It is quite natural
that the quality of document relevance expertise cannot be equal as it
depends on the experts qualification or, more generally, on the end users
skill to select pertinent documents. Another point is the approach taken
to forming queries for a search system. At this point key words were
not selected specially; we used a typical and trivial way of retrieving key
words from the titles of source documents. In addition, we deliberately
chose very different application areas (e.g., astrophysics and e-learning) in
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order to provide the universal search character and minimize the domain
intersection of query key words.
Thus, the experts, on the whole, simulated the real life procedure of
searching and retrieving relevant documents. Moreover, the procedure
results were compared with the results of GAF evolutionary model which
is considered to be rather more efficient.
Now consider the search precision, i.e. the ratio of relevant documents
in search results. Fig. 7 shows the average search precision, Fig. 8 shows
the quantity of relevant documents ranked by relevance in search results.

Figure 7. Average search precision (the ratio of relevant
documents in search results, in general)

Figure 8. Quantity of relevant documents in search results (ranked by relevance)
We can see (Fig. 8) that GAF/Bing and Bing search results give approximately the same quantity of totally relevant and partially relevant
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documents. However, Bing shows more completely not relevant documents and GAF/Bing gives more documents with lack of relevance.
The average search precision (Fig. 7), in general for all application
areas, is higher for GAF/Bing (though not much, approximately 2%) .
How can we explain that? We suppose that additional relevant GAF/Bing
results appear through applying the suggested evolutionary method of
generating pertinent search query pool. New combinations of key words
make it possible to retrieve new documents. The probability of new
highly relevant documents is, of course, rather slight; the state-of-the-art
algorithms of ranking search systems, one way or another, display such
documents at the top of search results. However, the total increase in
the quantity of relevant search results, which GAF shows, speaks for the
method positive effect.
It should be noted that the relevance expertise is only used as a base for
analyzing experimental data and is not used when GAF works. The ranking of GAF search result relevance is done automatically in the course of
computing fitness function values W .

6. Total Findings
Thus, concluding the results of the research we can state the following.
1. The convergence of the developed genetic algorithm is evaluated.
The results of the experiment with the designed genetic algorithm show
its capability to reach the neighborhood of fitness function optimum with
the finite number of algorithm steps. This suggests that the algorithm
can find and retrieve really more relevant documents.
2. The search result relevance based on the search precision calculation
is evaluated. The results derived show rather higher ratio of relevant
documents in search results as compared with commonly known Internet
search system. It is to be noted that the search precision is evidently the
most significant criterion of search result evaluation.
3. The experimental results described in the paper confirm the preliminary conclusions of [16], [21]. Namely, the fact that the GAF/Bing
method allows a user to find new original documents and, in addition,
the average relevance of documents found by making use of the proposed
GAF/Bing method is almost as good as the average relevance of the
documents found by Bing.
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7. Conclusion

It is reasonable to assume that the maximum effect of the developed
technology is achieved by searching sources of information on the new,
for a specialist, subject at early stages of its studying and mastering.
Indeed, just that very stage of research needs the analysis and evaluation
of the maximal quantity of information resources on the subject under
study.
The main direction of further research, in our opinion, is connected
with testing the suggested technology with test collections [22]. We are
planning to prepare and conduct the research with such commonly known
collections as CACM, CISI, INSPEC, and LISA. In addition we are projecting the experiments with data collections TREC such as Web [23]
and KBA [24] search.
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